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GoPro Hero4 Silver
Camera Surf Edition
£329.99

DESCRIPTION
Introducing the GoPro Hero4 Silver Surf Edition, the most advanced GoPro ever. Featuring
improved image quality and a 2x more powerful processor with 2x faster video frame rates,
HERO4 Silver takes award winning GoPro performance to a whole new level. Incredible high
resolution 4K30fps and 1080p120fps high frame rate video enable stunning, immersive footage
of you and your world. New Protune settings for both photos and video unlock manual control
of Colour, ISO Limit, Exposure and more. Waterproof to 131’ (40m) with 12MP photos at a
blistering 30 frames per second and improved audio, HERO4 Silver is the ultimate life capture
solution. The Hero4 now has built in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth for fast and easy connectivity and
compatibilty with other GoPro Products. Go Pro have upgraded the camera so that its much
clearer at nigh time. Capture the night sky in a whole new way. New Night Photo and Night
Lapse modes offer customizable exposure settings of up to 30 seconds for single and Time
Lapse photos. Have the capability to mount your GoPro to the end, middle or rear of your Surf
Board to capture some of your biggest waves.
Another great feature that GoPro have added is the new HiLight features. This enables you to
mark key moments while recording so you can quickly locate your best clips later for
convenient playback, editing or sharing using the GoPro App or GoPro Studio. Like the GoPro
3+, GoPro have updated the view to allow for the worlds most immersive wide angle
perspectives. It allows you to capture more of yourself and your surroundings in the shotresulting in captivating, ultra engaging footage of every adventure. The camera features on the
Hero4 has been updated and now comes with Protune. Protune unlocks the camera’s full
potential, delivering minimally compressed, cinema-calibre video optimized for professional
productions, and advanced manual controls for photos and video. A new camera control button
has been added to the Hero4 and it is a dedicated button that allows you to quickly access and
adjust camera settings. The Surf edition comes supplied with a Surf Mount, FCS Plug Mount and
a Camera Tether.
Resolution:
4K

Video Format:
MP4
Memory:
Memory Card Not Included
Battery:
Rechargeable Battery
Included in Box:
Hero4 Silver Camera, Standard Housing 131’(40m), Skeleton Backdoor, Rechargeable Battery,
Surfboard Mount, FCS Plug Mount, Camera Tether, Quick Release Buckles and a 3-way Pivot
Arm Mounting Hardware (Please note that this is the mount only, this does not include the
3-way grip)
http://www.radioworld.co.uk/gopro-hero4-silver-camera-surf-edition
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